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ABSTRACT Permanent Magnet (PM) machines have attracted much attention due to their high power-
torque density, high efficiency, high dynamic response performance, high power factor, and simple structure.
Even though there are some uncertainties about their reliable chain supply, PM machines still are the first
choice for high-performance applications. Therefore, paying attention to the development and improvement
of the performance of these types of electric machines is of great importance. One of the challenges of the
PM machines is their vulnerability to Irreversible Demagnetization (ID), especially for applications such as
Electric Vehicles (EV), in which the working temperature and Magnetic Motive Force (MMF) produced by
stator winding are higher than in conventional applications. Therefore, the ID phenomenon must be regarded
as a leading design and control parameter for PMmachine designers. The ID can be defined as an irreversible
reduction of the remnant flux density of the PM or the EMF of the PM machine due to severe temperature
conditions, high external Demagnetization Field (DF), or non-proper design of PM machines, resulting in
degradation in performance of the PM machines. The lack of a good source that gives a deep inside into this
phenomenon in designing and developing PM machines encourages the author to conduct a comprehensive
literature review. For proper design of the PMmachines in terms of ID, it is necessary to consider four critical
steps, i.e.: (a) accurate non-linear modelling of the PM demagnetization curve, (b) analytical model taking
into account local ID, (c) geometry optimization methods targeting ID, (d) accurate experimental testing
to evaluate the ID fault-tolerant capability of the manufactured PM machines. In this paper, the above four
aspects are surveyed exclusively, and the advantages and disadvantages of the existing methods in these
areas are highlighted. Furthermore, design tips towards the design of ID fault-tolerant PM machines and
other research opportunities to enhance the reliability of PMs machines are also presented.

INDEX TERMS Demagnetization, optimization, fault-tolerant design, permanent magnet.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, PM motors have been widely used in various
industries due to their excellent performance characteristics,
such as high power-torque density, high efficiency, easy con-
struction, and high reliability. Therefore, paying attention to
the development and improvement of the performance of
these types of electric machines is of great importance. From
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the perspective of reliability and durability, PM machines are
suffering from the phenomenon of ID, especially for applica-
tions such as EV, in which the working temperature andMMF
produced by stator winding are higher than in conventional
applications [1], [2]. Therefore, the ID phenomenon must be
considered among the leading design and control parameters.
In fact, in the case of ID, the electromagnetic performance of
the PM machines is weakened; therefore, a higher current is
needed for a constant output torque. Consequently, a further
increase in the working temperature will have happened.
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Many papers deal with the phenomenon of ID and perform
valuable tips and instructions to accuratelymodel, design, and
optimize the PM machines to avoid ID [3], [4], [5], [6], [7].
Currently, no well-organised source exists for the proper def-
inition of ID, its modelling methods, and design tips to avoid
ID. Only three review papers deal with the ID analysis of the
PMmachines, and all focus on ID fault diagnosis techniques.
In [8] and [9], the available methods for ID fault detection
of the PMSM machines were presented. In [10], Different
modelling techniques for ID fault diagnosis of different types
of PMmachines are compared. Also, the proposed techniques
for ID fault diagnosis under stationary and non-stationary
conditions are summarized and compared.

For proper design of the PM machines in terms of ID, it is
necessary to consider four key issues, namely: the non-linear
modelling of the PM demagnetization curve, the analysis
method, which must be capable of taking into account local
ID, the geometry optimization methods capable of consider-
ing ID, and the choice of an accurate experimental test setup
to evaluate the ID fault-tolerant capability of the manufac-
tured PM machines. The contributions of this paper consist
of a systematic survey of these four aspects and a compar-
ison of the advantages and disadvantages of the methods
used in these areas. Furthermore, design tips towards the ID
fault-tolerant design of PM machines are presented. Also,
other research opportunities to enhance the reliability of PMs
machines are presented.

A. PM MODEL
The initial step in the investigation of ID in PM machines is
the proper definition of the B − H curve of the PM, which
describes the demagnetization curve, including the knee
point [11]. Defining the B − H curve of the PM by conven-
tional Br and µr parameters is not accurate and inapplicable
for ID analysis. Generally, four models, namely the limited
model, the LinearModel (LM), the Exponential Model (EM),
and the Hysteresis Model (HM) are utilized for the definition
of the B − H curve of the PM [12]. In recent years, some
developed versions of these models are introduced to con-
sider the temperature variations and increase the modelling
accuracy [13], [14], [15], [16]. There are some attempts to
compare these methods in the literature, but these papers only
focused on three or four types of models [12], [17], [18].

B. ID ANALYSIS MODEL
Considering the proper ID analysis model can significantly
influence the accuracy of the ID results. There are anal-
ysis models for the investigation of the ID of the PM
machines including FEM [19], Magnetic Equivalent Circuit
(MEC) [20], Maxwell’s equation [21], Field Reconstruction
Model (FRM) [22], Distributed lumped Parameter Model
(DLPM) [23], etc. These methods were compared in [10] in
terms of fault diagnosis techniques. The given comparison is
developed in this paper to give a better insight into modelling
aspects. These analysis models used for the treatment of the
ID phenomenon will be discussed in detail in section IV.

FIGURE 1. (a) Demagnetization curve and recoil lines of the permanent
magnet and (b) Major and minor B − H curve [34].

C. DESIGN OPTIMIZATION CONSIDERING ID
The essential step in the design of the PM motor is geometry
optimization to achieve the desired output responses. One
of these output responses is the ID fault-tolerant capability.
The solutions to eliminate the risk of ID are 1. reducing the
eddy current loss of the PMs to decrease the working tem-
perature [24], [25], 2. Remove or replace the demagnetized
area [26], [27], 3. Optimizing the structure of the magnetic
circuit to protect the PMs against external DF [28], and 4.
Considering the ID in the intelligent design optimization
process [1], [29].

D. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION TO EVALUATE
TOLERABILITY AGAINST ID
To evaluate the accuracy of the ID analysis method and
optimum design performance, it is necessary to use the exper-
imental results. But, in the case of ID analysis, little attempt
has been made, due to the destructive nature of ID experi-
mental analysis. In most cases, to investigate the effect of ID,
using a drill or other device, a part of PM was removed then
by analyzing the PM machine’s signals the ID fault and its
severity are detected [3], [30], [31]. This method does not
present the actual conditions of ID because the ID occurred
partially over all of the PMs. The second method is based
on heating the motor and injecting high-amplitude currents
or SC conditions to create ID conditions [32], [33]. These
methods present the real ID conditions compared to the first
one.

This paper is composed of seven sections to address the
above-mentioned steps. First, the ID-generating factors, and
their impacts on the machine performance for different types
of PMs are discussed. In section III, different PM model for
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FIGURE 2. The effect of temperature on the B-H curve of the PMs
(a) Ferrite and Alnico [38] (b) NdFeB and SmCo [39].

ID analysis is discussed. Section IV presents the IDmodelling
procedure and ID analysis model. Section V gives a literature
review on design optimization of PM machines considering
ID. Newcomers in the field of PM machine design must get
familiar with different aspects of ID analysis and experimen-
tal methods for modelling the ID, these aspects are given in
section VI. Finally, some design tips to avoid ID and some
suggestions are presented for further research in this area.

II. DEMAGNETIZATION PRINCIPLES
The ID can be defined as losing the remnant flux density of
the PM or losing the EMF of the PM machine. Which results
in deration in performance of the PM machines. In other
words, in the nominal condition, the PM has a specific value
of the remnantflux density of Br and the induced open voltage
at the terminal of the machines will be Eoc. Working of
the PM machines in the severe temperature conditions or
high external DF led to ID which results in losing the initial
magnetic properties of the PMs. As a result, the relative drop
in the Eoc happens and the machine’s overall performance
will be affected and weaken.

The ID is completely dependent on the working point
of the PM and demagnetization curve (second quadrant of
the B − H or M − H curves). While the B − H curve is
known as the normal curve of the magnet which describes
the relationship between the magnetic flux density B and
magnetic field intensity H and theM −H curve is known as
the intrinsic curve which illustrates the relationship between
magnetizationM andH . The relation between the normal and
intrinsic curve is defined as B = µ0 (H +M) . The normal
curve shows the magnetic field from the combination of the
applied field and the PM, while the intrinsic curve shows only
the magnetic field of the magnet [35], [36]. In the case of ID,
the PM will be working on a minor loop of the B−H curve.
As it shown in Fig. 1, the minor loop is approximated by a
recoil line that can be built based on the original major/minor
B− H curve [34].

The parameters influencing the ID are the working tem-
perature, the external DF, the load line of the PM, and self-
demagnetization. The comparison of the knee point and the
working point of the PM is a criterion for the analysis of
ID. The working point below the knee point is corresponding
to ID. The working point of the PMs is obtained from the
intersection of the demagnetization curve and the PM’s load
line. The description of the influential factors on ID is as
follows.

A. TEMPERATURE
To study the effect of temperature on ID, it is necessary to
divide the PMs into two groups of PMs with negative and
positive Coercive Force Thermal Coefficient (CFTC). The
negative CFTC indicates that with increasing the temperature
the risk of ID increases and the positive one has the inverse
effect. The negative CFTC is corresponding to NdFeB and
SmCo magnets while the positive one is corresponding to
Alnico and Ferrite magnets [37]. The actual B-H curve of
both groups and simplified curve at two temperatures of T1
(room temperature) and T2 (high temperature in case of
negative CFTC PMs and low temperature in case of positive
CFTC PMs) are illustrated in Fig. 2. At room temperature, the
knee point does not appear in the B-H curve of both groups.
For negative CFTC magnets (Fig. 2(a)), with increasing tem-
perature, the knee point appears on the B-H curve. While,
for the positive CFTC magnets (Fig. 2(b)), with decreasing
temperature, the knee point appears on the B-H curve. The
ID should be investigated in the worst working condition.
So, the worst working condition for negative and positive
CFTC magnets are corresponding to the highest and lowest
temperatures, respectively.

B. EXTERNAL DEMAGNETIZATION FIELD
As shown in Fig. 3(a), in the absence of the DF, P0 corre-
sponds to the working point of the PM, which is above the
knee point. The load line of the PM is moved to the left by
applying an external DF. It can cause two conditions:

1) EXTERNAL DF < HD
In this condition, the magnetic flux density of P1 is higher
than the Bknee. Therefore, if the external DF is removed, the
PM can recover its initial Br . This state is called reversible
demagnetization.

2) EXTERNAL DF > HD
In this condition, the working point of the PM is moved to
point P2. In this case, the PM cannot recover its initial Br .
Therefore, the PM returns to a recoil line that has a slope
like the demagnetization curve above the Bknee. The slope
of the recoil line is called permeability, which is an intrinsic
property of the PM material. Therefore, the PM returns to a
lower residual flux density B

′′
r and loses some of its magnetic

properties. This state is called ID [40].
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FIGURE 3. (a) The effect of armature reaction on ID (b) the effect of
temperature on the required external DF for the NdFeB magnet.

The previous threshold for external DF and knee point
were corresponding to the temperature of T1. For NdFeB
and SmCo magnets, with decreasing the temperature (T2 <

T1), these thresholds will be changed. The required DF is
increased, and the knee point value is decreased. Therefore,
as was shown in Fig. 3(b), for these types of PMs, at a lower
temperature (T2), the risk of ID is significantly decreased.
An example of the high external DF in the PM machines

is corresponding the dynamic operation of the PM machines.
The dynamic operation of the PM machines is corresponding
to over-load condition, acceleration in PM machines utilized
in EV application, cooling system failure, etc. The relation
between these dynamic operation and ID of the PMmachines
can be completely explained by Fig. 3 as follows:

1. Higher Current due over-load or acceleration: As shown
in Fig. 3 (a), the load line of the magnet is shifted to
left due to applied external demagnetization field. If the
applied external demagnetization field due to over-load
and acceleration current of the PMmachines exceeds the
acceptable value of HD (criteria for ID), the ID will be
occurred.

2. High working temperature due to over-load, accelera-
tion, and cooling system failure: As shown in Fig. 3 (b),
with increasing the working temperature of the PMs,

FIGURE 4. The effect of load line on the ID.

the acceptable criteria for external demagnetizationfield
will be reduced from HD1 to HD2 due to changes in the
magnetic properties of the PM. In this condition, if the
intersection of the load line of the magnet and Second
quadrant of the curve located below the knee point, the
ID will be occurred. Also, it should be noticed that the
constant of the temperature rise of the PM machines
are high. Therefore, we should not expect the higher
difference in the working temperature of the machine
in the acceleration condition.

C. LOAD LINE OF THE MAGNET
Another important factor in the ID of the PM machines is the
effect of the slope of the PM’s load line. The load line of the
magnet is calculated by writing Ampere’s circuital law along
the magnetic flux path of the PM. According to Fig. 4, based
on the slope of the load line two conditions can happen:

1) THE SLOPE OF THE LOAD LINE < mD
if the load line of the magnet is the L1, clearly, the working
point of the magnet (P0) is above the knee point and the ID
will not occur.

2) THE SLOPE OF THE LOAD LINE > mD
The working point of the magnet is P1, which is below the
knee point, and ID will occur.

Fig. 4 illustrates the importance of designing PMmachines
from the point of view of the load-line slope. The PM motor
designers should consider the highest working temperature
to select design parameters properly. Therefore, improper
selection of the design parameters will lead to ID at a high
working temperature, even without external DF.

D. SELF-DEMAGNETIZATION
In addition to the external magnetic field and temperature,
there is onemore reason for declining the magnetic properties
of the magnet material which is self-demagnetization. Self-
demagnetization occurs because the magnetic field from the
magnet can pass back through the magnet itself.

All magnets in free space will apply a self –demagnetizing
field but only magnets with very low working points and/or
low coercive force values will show self-demagnetization.
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Rare-earth magnets and Ferrite magnets, in normal opera-
tion, do not demagnetize by self-demagnetization. So, this
term is not significant for this type of magnet [41].

III. PM MODELLING
A crucial step for a detailed study of ID is the proper def-
inition of the B − H curve of the PM, which describes the
demagnetization curve including the knee point. Defining the
B−H curve of the PM by conventional Br andµr parameters
is not accurate and inapplicable for ID analysis. Therefore,
it is necessary to use the developed non-linear model for the
B−H curve [11]. The utilized PMmodels in literature for ID
analysis are as follows

A. LINEAR MODEL (LM)
One of the simplest methods to describe the nonlinear behav-
ior of the PM is the linear model. The linear demagnetization
models consist of two linear segments, one from the Br to
Bknee and the other from Bknee to B = 0. The linear models
could lead to errors due to neglecting the roundness of the
knee point. In literature, two linear models of ‘‘linear verti-
cal’’ and ‘‘linear sloped’’ models have been introduced [12].
The general assumptions in implementing the LMs are as
follows [15].
1) The details of the main demagnetization loop of the

experimental and simulated results are relatively closely
matched.

2) the value of µ1 = 1B
µ01H

in partially demagnetized
magnet remains equal to µr determined at the linear region
of the B−H curve. in other words, the slope of the recoil line
is the same as the slope of the LM above the knee point.

The mathematical description of the linear sloped model is
as Eq. (1).

B = Br + µ0µrH H ≥ Hknee
B = Br + µ0Ht (µr − K0) + µ0K0H H < Hknee (1)

By fitting the simulated and measured main B−H curves,
the values of the presented parameters in Eq. (1) are deter-
mined. Also, this equation is capable to present the linear
vertical model if the value of K0 is large enough.

B. EXPONENTIAL MODEL (EM)
As it was mentioned before, the LMs neglect the round-
ness of the knee point. But using the EM, which is more
sophisticated, the roundness of the knee point is considered
too. The mathematical expression of the EM is proposed in
Eq. (2) [42].

B = Br + µ0µr .H − E .eK1(K2+H) (2)

where µ0 is the permeability of free space (4π × 10−7 H/m),
K1 (sharpness of the knee) and K2 are the fitting constants,
E is a constant for unit conversion, and µr is the PM relative
permeability. The values of theµr andK2 are calculated using

FIGURE 5. (a) Preisach hysteresis model, (b) Linear hysteresis model, and
(c) linear temperature-dependent hysteresis model.

FIGURE 6. The B-H curve model of the PM for FEM analysis (utilized in
Flux software) [47].

Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively.

µr = B2r
4.µ0.B− Hmax

(3)

K2 =
ln

h�
Br − (µr − 1) .µ0.HjC

�
. 1E

i

K1
− HjC (4)

C. HYSTERESIS MODEL
1) PREISACH HYSTERESIS MODEL (PHM)
The hysteresis of ferromagnetic material described by
Preisach’s theory uses an infinite set of magnetic dipoles
which have rectangular hysteresis loops. The combination of
the classical Preisach-type model and FEA may lead to some
limitations. Also, this model does not account for the dynamic
properties of hysteresis nonlinearities [43]. The better choice
is the Inverted and forward Preisach models [44] which only
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have some vulnerability to the specific B congruency in some
regions of the loop. The PHM is shown in Fig. 5(a) and can
be expressed as Eq. (5) [45].

B =
Z

S+(t)
.

Z
µ (α, β) dαdβ −

Z

S−(t)
.

Z
µ (α, β) dαdβ

(5)

where S+(t) and S−(t) are the positive and negative sets of
hysterons of the Preisach triangular region; µ (α, β) is the
Preisach distribution function of the dipoles; α and β are the
thresholds of the polar reversion of the dipoles with Hs ≥ α ≥
β ≥ − Hs, and Hs is the saturation magnetic field strength.

2) LINEAR HYSTERESIS MODEL
Compared to PHM which involves multiple integrals, in [46]
a Linear Hysteresis Model (LHM) is presented as illustrated
in Fig. 5(b). the assumptions of the model are 1. the same
value ofHc but with different value of Br for major hysteresis
loop and all the minor hysteresis loops 2. Partly superposes
of the major loop by the initial curve

3) TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT LINEAR HYSTERESIS MODEL
By calculating the temperature coefficient of α, β, and γ , the
M −H curve of the PM can be generalized to be temperature
dependent as Eqs. (6) to (8) [13].

Br1 = Br1 (T ) = Br1 (T0) [1 − α (T − T0)] (6)

Hcj = Hcj (T ) = Hcj (T0) [1 − β (T − T0)] (7)

HN1 = HN1 (T ) = HN1 (T0) [1 − γ (T − T0)] (8)

Therefore, using the manufacturing datasheet and calcu-
lating the α, β, and γ coefficients, the limiting loop at any
temperature TK (TK > T0), can be calculated as shown in
Fig. 5-(c).

4) KNEE ADJUSTMENT MODEL
In [47] using three parameters ofHc,Br , and knee adjustment,
the non-linear B − H curve of the PM is described. The
considered model can be expressed in Eqs. (9) and (10).

B (H) = µ0 (H + Hc)

+ 2Js′

π
arctg

�
π (µr − 1) µ0 (H + Hc)

2Js′

�
(9)

Js′ = Js + µ0H (10)

The description of the parameters is illustrated in Fig. 6.

5) TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT HYPERBOLIC TANGENT
MODEL
The LM and EM can result in considerable errors in ID
analysis due to their mathematical structures especially when
the operating point of PM falls below HcJ [18]. Therefore,
a more developed PM model is required. One of them is the
Hyperbolic Tangent Function (HTF) model [48] which can
be developed to consider temperature variations. Generally,
the temperature effects on the PM model are considered by

FIGURE 7. Numerical illustration of Fourier series-based hysteresis
model [50].

some temperature coefficient obtained from the supplier’s
datasheets which are provided by M versus H curve. There-
fore, it is better to work directly on M − H curve, instead
of B − H curve. Once the temperature dependent M − H
curve is derived, it is straightforward to convert M − H
characteristic into B − H characteristic. The temperature
dependent parameters are Br and Hci. Both can be described
by second order polynomials as Eqs. (11) and (12).

Br (T ) = Br (T0) (11)

Hci (T ) = Hci (T0) (12)

where, the coefficients of α1, α2, β1, and β2 are provided in
supplier datasheets. Therefore, TheM−H curve is described
by the HTF as Eq. (13) [49].

M (H , T ) = P (T )

�
b0tanh

�
H + Q (T )Hci (T0)

Q (T ) h0

�

+b1tanh
�
H + Q (T )Hci (T0)

Q (T ) h1

��

(13)

All coefficients of b0, h0, b1 and h1 can be identified by a
nonlinear curve fitting based on the input of a curve at the T0.
Finally, using the terms P (T ) and Q (T ), the M − H curves
at other temperatures are constructed. After that, the B − H
curve is simply derived for the second and third quadrants.

Also, the permeability of the recoil line at the temperatures
of T0 and other temperatures are calculated using Eqs. (14)
and (15), respectively.

µ (T0) = ∂B (H , T0)
∂H

|
H=0

= ∂M (H , T0)
∂H

|
H=0

+ µ0

= µi (T0) + µ0 (14)

µ (T ) = ∂M (H , T )

∂H
|
H=0

+ µ0 = P (T )

Q (T )
µi (T0) + µ0

(15)

6) PLAY MODEL
In [14] a TD vector hysteresis model has been presented with
the eventual goal of utilizing it in FE simulations. Being
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a play-based model, it follows a general approach used in
structural hysteresis modelling and is found to have several
beneficial features. The computational efficiency is virtually
unaffected by the incorporation of temperature dependence,
which is included by allowing material parameters such as
coercivity and saturation to be functions of temperature. The
mathematical expression of themodel is as Eqs. (16) and (17).

M =
Z ∞

0
Man (Han (λ) , T ) ξ (λ) dλ (16)

1Han (λ) =
�
1 − min

�
k (T ) λ

|H − Han|
�

, 1
�

(H − Han (λ))

(17)

where Man and Han are anhysteretic magnetization and
inverse function, respectively. λ is a factor scaling, ζ (λ) is
a weight function, and 1Han (λ) is the an hysteretic field for
individual hysterons.

7) FOURIER SERIES-BASED HYSTERESIS MODEL
In [50], The hysteresis property of PMs is characterized
by a simple Fourier series-based hysteresis model which is
suitable for ease of rapid computation. As shown in Fig. 7,
this numerical model is utilized to analytically reveal the
balanced bidirectional-magnetization. The developed Fourier
series-based hysteresis model consists of a set of recoil lines
and the major loop. The major loop consists of two branches,
and the left one can be represented as a third-order Fourier
series expansion.

f (x) = a0 +
3X

k=1

(akcoskωx + bksinkωx) (18)

where a0, ak , and bk are the Fourier coefficients. The values
of coefficients of the Fourier series-based hysteresis model
can be obtained by a magnetizer-based experiment.

D. COMPARISON
Generally, PM modelling methods can be categorized into
nonlinear and linear. The linear demagnetization model
divides the demagnetization curve into two linear segments
that intersect at the knee point. On the one hand, linear
models have some advantages as low computational cost,
simple parameter identification procedure, and reduced risk
of numerical problems. Therefore, this method is frequently
used in articles [18]. On the other hand, because of the pre-
viously mentioned linear assumptions, the error can happen
due to neglecting the curve’s roundness around the knee
point [17]. For the linear sloped and exponential models, due
to their mathematical structure, the results may be highly
erroneous in case of the operating point of PM falls below
intrinsic coercivity [18]. The nonlinear models are more pre-
cise, but complex parameter identification procedures, high
computational time due to non-linear iteration analysis, high
memory required, and the risk of convergence are their main
drawbacks [13]. Most non-linear PMmodels are based on the
hysteresis model. To judge the usefulness of the hysteresis

model the factors of matching the model with real material
properties, acceptable computational time, simplicity of use,
and numerical stabilization are important [43]. Among the
hysteresis models, in case of reduced squareness of the PM’s
main B-H curve, the accuracy of the tangent function model
may be reduced. To solve this issue, the hyperbolic tangent
function model can be used. It uses hyperbolic functions in
its structure [48]. Finally, the ability to consider temperature
variation is one of the most important factors in the effective-
ness of PM modelling techniques.

IV. ID MODELLING
As was mentioned before, one of the critical parts of the
PM machine design is the analysis of the ID. For this pur-
pose, an ID modelling method that can realistically simulate
the performance of the PM machine during and after the
occurrence of the ID is essential. An accurate and efficient
ID analysis model will help a designer to select the proper
PM material to avoid ID. There are different ID analysis
models of the PM machines including FEM [19], Magnetic
Equivalent Circuit (MEC) [20], Maxwell’s equation [21],
Field Reconstruction Model (FRM) [22], Distributed lumped
ParameterModel (DLPM) [23], etc. Thesemodels have either
been implemented directly for IDmodelling to investigate the
characteristics of the PM machine against external fields or
have been used to detect ID faults. According to the purpose
of this work, the proposed methods are reviewed in this
section as follows

A. NUMERICAL MODELS (FEM)
The FEM is a common and accurate way to evaluate the
performance of PM machines. FEM is based on magnetic
field analysis, which considers the magnetic circuit, the dis-
tribution of stator windings, and the nonlinear behaviour of
the ferromagnetic material. The study of the electric field
with FEM has the highest accuracy among the modelling
methods. Among the various ID analysis models, the FEM
has the highest accuracy and has been used interchangeably
in various articles. The existing articles in this field are as
follows

1) CALCULATING THE ELECTROMAGNETIC
CHARACTERISTICS CONSIDERING THE ID
To perform an accurate and systematic ID analysis, the Time
Stepping Finite Element Method (TSFEM) should be uti-
lized. In this procedure, the ID is considered at each rotor
position and consequently, the accuracy of the results is
increased. The modelling flowchart of TSM is shown in
Fig. 8. It should be noticed that this procedure is derived from
existing papers [19], [51], [52]. Generally, in the literature,
this flowchart was utilized for FEM analysis. But with simple
modifications, it can be implemented in analytical methods.
The process presented in [19] has been implemented with
some changes in other articles [53]. This method achieves
very high computational accuracy and can model the effect
of ID on the output characteristics of the PM machines.
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FIGURE 8. Flowchart of TSM.

FIGURE 9. Flux density and vector distributions in different time
instants [54].

The presented TSM in Fig. 8 consist of several steps.
In the first step it is necessary to accurately implement the
analysis model of the PM machine which can be any of
conventional analysis model including FEM, MEC, FRM,
etc. During implementing the analysis model, it is necessary
to use the non-linear B-H model for defining the magnetic
characteristics of the PM which based on electric machine
design engineer can be any of linear, exponential, hysteresis,
etc. The next step is solving the non-linear demagnetization
analysis. As it was mentioned before, the criterion for ID
analysis is the comparison of magnetic flux density of the
working point of the PM’s element and the knee point of

FIGURE 10. Flux density change waveform of each element at one PM
versus rotor position (@16 C) (a) PM region drawing (b) tangential
component (c) radial component [19].

the B-H curve. The working points of the PM’s elements are
calculated for each rotor position. The calculated magnetic
flux density of the PM’s elements should be separated into
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FIGURE 11. (a) Magnet angle definition illustration and (b) a 3D view of
the pyramid pole structure [56].

two components of 1. aligned with the PM magnetization
direction and 2. perpendicular to the magnetization direction.
Because only the aligned component to the magnetization
direction should be compared to knee point and this com-
ponent is corresponded to ID. Therefore, the aligned term
will be compared to the knee point value. Two conditions can
occur as follows.

1) If the B of the working point of the PM’s element was
lower than the knee point, the ID has occurred, and the
magnet cannot recover its initial Br . So, it is necessary to
modify the amount of Br in the demagnetized element.
Also, the new knee point will be calculated for that
element. The non-linear analysis is repeated for that
rotor position with new data. Condition one is continued
until no ID is detected.

2) If no ID is detected, the non-linear results will be used
to calculate the electromagnetic torque of the motor at
specified rotor position.

All mentioned quotes and calculations are performed for
other rotor positions. Eventually, the electromagnetic torque
of the motor for one mechanical period will be obtained.

2) INVESTIGATING THE FLUX PATTERNS AND SPECIFYING
THE MORE VULNERABLE REGIONS TO ID
In [54], the symmetrical SC fault currents in the d-q refer-
ence are applied to the IPM generator as shown in Fig. 9.
FE analysis is used to account for the impact of the ID on
the flux field. The results indicate that the corners of the
PMs were more vulnerable to ID. In [19], a typical 12/10
flux-switching PM machine is analyzed. The flux density
variation waveform of each element at one PM is calculated
under open circuit conditions as it was shown in Fig. 10.
According to Fig. 10 (a), the PM surface is divided to small
regions and the working point of each element is calculated.
The flux density in elements that are located near the air gap
(highlighted regions in Fig. 10(a)) changes dramatically with
rotor position and these regions are more vulnerable to ID.

In [55], the ID characteristic of distributed and fractional-
slot winding, an 8-pole, 48-slot, and 6-phase IPM machine
was compared. The obtained results indicate that in contrast
to Distributed Winding (DW) machines, the Fractional-Slot
(FS) has a non-uniform ID for different rotor poles. Besides,
the FS machines have higher d and q-axis inductances than
the DF machines. Therefore, the lower the SC current in the

FIGURE 12. The flux path in FSPM motor (a) open-circuit condition and
(b) armature winding energized and magnet not magnetized [66].

FIGURE 13. The MEC model of hybrid IPM motor (a) with the stator and
(b) without stator [67].

FS machine and consequently the lower the ID risk. In some
IPM or salient pole machines, the PMs are exposed to DFs
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FIGURE 14. Magnetic circuit units (a) core and air (b) PMs [68].

FIGURE 15. (a) The FEM model of the outer rotor SPM motor with
symmetric demagnetized area and (b) The MEC model of the SPM motor
with 4 demagnetized PM elements [69].

that are often aligned to the axis of magnetization. In [56], the
effect of the direction of the external DF on ID has been inves-
tigated. The considered structure for FE analysis is shown
in Fig. 11. The obtained results indicate that the IDR of the
PM increases with a higher external DF in a fixed direction
and it is much harder to demagnetize the PM at a higher PM
angle.

3) OTHER LITERATURE
In [57] the effect of d and q-axis currents on the ID of
IPM machines was investigated. The results state that both
d and q-axis current components affect the ID of the IPM
machine. Adding a q-axis current increases the ID tolerance.
In [58], the effect of lifting torque, dry friction torque, viscous

FIGURE 16. The improved MEC model of IPM motor (a) stator, (b) rotor,
and (c) air gap [70].

friction torque, speed squared torque, and constant power
loads on IDR and SC currents of the SPM motor were
investigated. The obtained results indicated that the value
of the SC current range of these loads is always lower than
the constant speed load conditions. Therefore, to check the
ID, only checking the constant speed mode is sufficient and
covers other conditions. In [59], the ID characteristics of
the Halbach magnetized pulsed alternator were investigated
using a linear demagnetization model. The results indicate
that the compensating shield leads to an increase in the
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TABLE 1. The comparison of analysis models.

discharge current, and weakens the effect of external DF
on the ID.

B. ANALYTICAL MODELS
Although the FEM has the highest accuracy among different
modelling methods, in the initial design stage its application
is limited due to the high computational time and memory
required. In contrast to FEM, the analytical models have
less computational time due to the need for fewer parame-
ters and simplifications, such as ignoring the effect of slots
and saturation. These models have a compromise between
computational time and accuracy [60], [61]. The analytical
models to investigate the ID are as follows.

1) MEC MODEL
In recent years, the MEC model has improved and become
a popular model for the design and optimization of
various types of electric machines, including induction
machines [62], linear machines [63], AFPM machines [64],
and so on. The MEC model makes a good compromise
between computational time and accuracy. This method can
considermagnetic saturation, armature reaction, leakageflux,
and rotor displacement. The MEC method uses reluctance,
which depends on time or position for different parts of the
machine to achieve the highest accuracy [65]. In the MEC
model, the machine model is divided into many parts, and an
equivalent circuit is considered for each part. By connecting
all the units of the MEC, the MEC model is obtained. The
existing literature for ID analysis by the MEC model is as
follows.

a: ANALYZING THE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT TO SPECIFY THE
VULNERABLE REGIONS TO ID
In the literature, theMECmodel is used to provide conceptual
and mechanism explanations rather than detailed quantitative

FIGURE 17. Demagnetization characteristics according to magnet division
(seven times the rated current) [25].

ID calculations. In [66], the simplified MEC model of the
FSPM motor was utilized to specify the vulnerable regions
to ID, as shown in Fig. 12. By examining the flux path
in different parts of the PMs and air gap, and comparing
the permeability of different parts, the vulnerable areas to
ID are identified. The results have shown that the left and
right corners of the PMs near the air gap were vulnerable to
self-demagnetization when the rotor pole was aligned with
the magnet. Also, a roadmap to improve the ID tolerance
capability was presented. In [67], as it was shown in Fig. 13,
the ID analysis for hybrid-type IPM motor was investigated.
Using the MEC model, it was illustrated that in case of stator
absence, the magnetic field produced by NdFeB can lead to
ID in the Ferrite PMs.

b: CALCULATING THE ELECTROMAGNETIC PARAMETERS
CONSIDERING ID
Other literature uses the MEC model to calculate the elec-
tromagnetic parameters of the PM machines like Back-EMF
and torque considering ID. For this purpose, it is necessary
to update and calculate the produced MMF of the PMs at
each iteration. An example of the MEC units of the core,
air gap, and PMs is shown in Fig. 14 [68]. By joining these
simple units, the overall MEC model of the PM machines
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FIGURE 18. (a) Distribution of magnetic field intensity of the initial shape
and improved shape (b) IDR characteristics [88].

is obtained. In the MEC model, the equivalent MMF of
the PM elements is calculated using Eq. (19). In the next
step, by solving the MEC of the machine, the working point
of the PMs is calculated. Then, the working point of the
PMs is compared with the knee point. In the case of ID,
the values of the Br and µr for each PM elements must be
updated.

Fm = F (Br , µr ) (19)

In [69], first, the MEC model of the outer rotor SPM
motor is obtained then to modelling the ID, the MMF of
the specified PM’s elements were eliminated as shown in
Fig. 15. The purpose of this work is to establish the modified
MEC model to be able to consider ID in optimization and
fault diagnosing. Also, the improved model can consider the
partial ID.

In [47], using the MEC model, ID modelling of the
RWAFPM motor which has a 3D flux path was carried out.

In [70], a more developed MEC model which divides
the PMs, air gap, and core parts into small segments was
introduced to accurately calculate the working point of
the PMs. Also, the proposed model can separate the flux
density component along the corresponding magnetizing
direction.

Fig. 16 shows the developed MEC model and its structural
details. The purpose of this paper is to propose a simple
MEC calculation to calculate the IDR of the 3D flux path PM
machines in the initial design stage with acceptable accuracy.
The results have shown that the computation time of theMEC
model compared to the FEMmodel was reduced from 3 hours
to 35 seconds.

In addition, some articles use the MEC model to give
design and operation consideration to avoid ID. In [71],
the maximum allowable current level in the PM-shield
ADS-SRMs at various PM temperatures was calculated to

FIGURE 19. (a) Initial FSPM motor, (b) ID condition of the initial design,
(c) proposed design with a 2 mm shorter magnet length in radius
direction, and (d) ID condition of the proposed design [66].

FIGURE 20. (a) The proposed hybrid PM design and (b) the comparison of
IDR results [27].

avoid ID for the rare-earth and ferrite PMs. In [72], the
design considerations and sensitivity analyses of the LSPM
motor to improve the ID withstand capability have been
carried out.

2) OTHER ANALYTICAL MODELS
Although the FEM and MEC are the two most favourable
modelling method for ID analysis, there are some ID mod-
elling methods which is presented in literature including
Maxwell’s Equation FRM, and DLPM. These methods are
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FIGURE 21. (a) The modifications in the rotor design, and (b) the
improvement made in magnet flux density [28].

FIGURE 22. The modifications of the LRE-IPMSM motor structure [90].

not mature yet but because of their low computational time
and acceptable accuracy attract some attention. Reluctance
network and FRM-based models only model one slot there-
fore, they are faster than the FEMmodel [73]. Another analyt-
ical method is to solve Laplace equations. In this method, the
analytical model can be obtained by directly solvingMaxwell
magnetic equations. In this method, themagnet is divided into
different parts and the equations of air distance potential vec-
tors for each part are obtained and solved. The total potential

FIGURE 23. The changes reverse the saliency ratio and the relationships
between different inductance characteristics and PM operation points
(a) applied geometry modifications (b) Current voltage constrain circles.
(c) PM operating points at different operation states [91].

FIGURE 24. (a) The initial structure and (b) the modified design [92].

of the air gap potential is obtained by summing the values
obtained above. Therefore, PM localization is modelled by
placing air gaps in place of some sections or reducing the
density of the residual flux in these areas [74], [75].

C. COMPARISON OF ID ANALYSIS MODELS
Different analysis models of the ID are compared in Table-1
in terms of machine type, accuracy, required memory, capa-
bility to model the partial ID, computational time, PMmodel,
and TSM.

V. OPTIMIZATION
The essential step in the design of the PM motor is geom-
etry optimization to achieve the desired output responses.
In most cases to avoid high computational time and memory
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FIGURE 25. Distribution of flux density in the rotor with different rotor
flux barriers arrangements [5].

FIGURE 26. The calculated ID indexes [95].

required, due to non-linear and high dimensional nature
of the geometry optimization, the indirect methods based
on Design of Experiment (DOE), approximating model,
or a combination of these two methods are utilized [83].
The DOE based method can efficiently be implemented by
Orthogonal Array (OA) and Taguchi Method. For exam-
ple, in [84], system-level design optimization method for
a permanent magnet hub motor based on the actual oper-
ating environment is proposed. The Kriging Model (KM)
is considered as approximating model and NSGA-II as the
optimization algorithm. In [85], A Fuzzy-based sequential
Taguchi robust optimization method is utilized to improve the
fault-tolerant capability of the PM hub motor which results
in efficient comprehensive performance and saves computing
time. In [86], a multi-level multi-objective optimization algo-
rithm is implemented using a combination of the sequential
Taguchi method, KM approximating model, and NSGA-III
algorithm, which greatly shorten optimization time.

As it was mentioned before, different kinds of output
responses can be considered in the optimization procedure.
One of the considered output responses in design optimiza-
tion process is the ID fault-tolerant capability of the PM
machines which will be examined in following section in
details. Existing articles on improving the performance of PM
motors against ID can be categorized as follows

A. REDUCING THE EDDY CURRENT LOSS OF THE PMs
The technical literature on this subject generally focuses on
temperature improvement of PMs by reducing eddy current

FIGURE 27. The design parameters of the IPM motor [1].

FIGURE 28. The rotor parameters of ring winding AFPM motor [97].

losses. Eddy’s current losses increase the temperature of the
PM and in consequence increase the risk of ID. In [87], with
3D modelling of eddy current losses, it was found that the
major part of eddy current losses is related to inverter carrier
harmonics. In [24] and [25] it was shown that by dividing
the PMs, the eddy current losses could be reduced and the
probability of ID has been reduced. The effect of PM dividing
on ID is illustrated in Fig. 17.

B. REMOVE OR REPLACE THE DEMAGNETIZED AREA
One of the proposed methods for reducing the IDR of the
PM machines is removing the portions of the PMs which is
vulnerable to ID or replacing those areas with stronger PMs.
For example, in [88], the FEM results show that the corners
of the utilized PMs in PMa-SynRM are exposed to high
external DF and vulnerable to ID. Therefore, these regions
were chambered to reduce the IDR as shown in Fig. 18 (a).
Chambering the corners results in a large magnetic resistance
gap between the rotor core and the magnet, which makes it
difficult for any demagnetizing field to be applied. The ID
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FIGURE 29. (a) The possible PM positions, (b) the optimum design [29].

FIGURE 30. The considered points for ID analysis [6].

characteristics of the initial and improved design at different
levels of the applied current are shown in Fig. 18 (b). The
results indicate that for the improved design, in contrast to
initial design, at maximum current there is no risk of ID.
Also, the improved design present better ID tolerant capa-
bility for higher currents compare to initial design and it
confirmed that the improved shape significantly reduces the
ID rate, and the PMs are not demagnetized even at maximum
current.

In [66] and [89] the exposed regions to high external DF
of the FSPM motor were specified. The results show that
the regions near the airgap are the most vulnerable regions
to ID as it was shown in Fig. 19 (a) and (b). In [66] to
reduce the risk of ID a novel design with a 2 mm shorter
magnet length in the radius direction was proposed. the
ID characteristics of the proposed design are illustrated in
Figs. 19 (c) and (d). In [26], with PM shaping the vulnerable
region to ID is removed to decrease the IDR. Theoretically,
removing the useless portions of the PM which were not
contribute to torque production is useful and it reduces the
mass and cost of the PM. But in practice, this can lead to
a small reduction of produced torque. Another technique
is replacing the demagnetized area with stronger PMs to
reduce the risk of ID. In [27], the idea of using hybrid PMs
for a specific topology of the ferrite FSPM structure was
presented. The authors suggested replacing the PMs in areas
exposed to high DF with NdFeB PMs. The corners of the
Fe-PMs were replaced by a NdFeB magnet. To check the
efficiency of the modifications, by applying a three-phase SC
current, the IDR and variation of the magnetic flux density
of the PM’s working point have been investigated. These
results are shown in Fig. 20. The obtained results indicate
that this improvement in the design has led to a decrease
in the IDR.

C. OPTIMIZING THE STRUCTURE OF THE MAGNETIC
CIRCUIT TO PROTECT THE PMs AGAINST EXTERNAL DF
Researchers have done a lot of research to solve the prob-
lem of ID in PM machines. Their efforts include optimizing
the structure of the magnetic circuit, reducing losses, using
barriers to change the direction of flux, and the influence of
various design factors to reduce the possibility of ID. In [28],
the ID condition of the PMa-synRM motor is improved
using bypass-rib. The modification and its effect on ID are
shown in Fig. 21. In [90], the effect of various parameters
such as magnet width and magnet thickness on improving
the ID condition LRE-IPMSM motor was investigated. The
obtained results indicate that the thickness of the magnet is
more important than the width of the magnet. The process of
geometry modifications is illustrated in Fig. 22.
In [91], the idea of a reverse saliency ratio (Ld > Lq)

was used to improve the field weakening conditions of PM
motors, which will lead to an improvement in the ID condi-
tion. The applied changes to provide the condition of Ld >

Lq is shown in Fig. 23 (a). On the one hand, by widening
the intermediate bridge between two magnets, the magnetic
reluctance of the d-axis increases. On the other hand, adding a
flux buffer in the air gap of the q-axis increases the reactance
of this axis. By that way, the saliency ratio was changed.
Fig. 23 (b) shows the current and voltage constraint circles
of two inductance characteristics with MTPA control for the
motors with Ld < Lq and Ld > Lq which operate in
flux-weakening state by negative and positive d-axis cur-
rent, respectively. The corresponding PM operation points are
showed in Fig. 23 (c). When motor operates under positive
d-axis current, the PM operation point would move from T0
to T2 which results in lower risk of ID.
In [92], as it was shown in Fig. 24, by inserting small

amount of NdFeB PMs into the iron bridge, the working point
of the PM moves higher, and the ID withstand capability of
SF-HMMM is improved. In [5], different combination of the
flux barriers in V-shaped IPMmotor are compared. As shown
in Fig. 25, with placing the flux barriers on the q-axis of the
rotor (model D), it mitigates the impact of armature current
and current phase advance on the distribution of PM flux on
the q-axis. This helps PMs avoid being demagnetized and
reduce saturation on the stator teeth.

D. PROPOSING THE DESIGN TIPS OR COMPARING
DIFFERENT TOPOLOGIES
In [54], the influence of slot-pole combinations and rotor
types on the ID of the 7MW IPM generator with FSCWs was
analysed. The paper concludes that the larger slot per phase
per pole and double-layer windings can effectively improve
the anti-demagnetization capacity of large-scale IPM gener-
ators with FSCWs. In [93], ID characteristics of the IPM and
SPM motors have been investigated. The results showed that
the IPMmotor has a higher ID tolerance than the SPMmotor.
In [94], three IPM motor models with different magnet struc-
tures including single-layer, V-shaped, and double-layer were
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FIGURE 31. Transient temperature of IPM motor under 10 driving cycles
of NEDC [1].

FIGURE 32. Photo of rotor with a section of the magnet material removed.

examined in terms of ID. It was found that the single-layer
model has the highest probability of ID under the conditions
of maximum torque. Model V is also the most vulnerable in
terms of ID under SC conditions. Finally, it was found that
the double-layer model has the highest tolerance against ID.
In [95], eight topologies of PM synchronous machines were
compared in terms of ID. In this paper, to rank the different
topologies, a new ID index was introduced which considers
the mass of the utilized PMs. The ID index is expressed as
Eq. (20).

ID index = NormalizeddemagnetizationMMF
PMmass

(20)

The calculated ID indexes for eight topologies are illus-
trated in Fig. 26.

In [96], series of low-cost AFPMSMs with hybrid
NdFeB-Ferrite magnet materials with parallel and vertical
magnetization patterns are compared in term of ID fault
tolerant capabilities. Also, the ID ratio defined as Eq. (21).

IDR = E1 − E2
E1

(21)

where E1 and E2 are the RMS values of the terminal voltage
in the phase before and after applying the demagnetization
current and temperature condition, respectively.

E. INVESTIGATE THE PARAMETERS VARIATION
In [1], The effect of the rotor geometry parameters on the
IDR of the IPM motor is investigated. Magnet angle and air
gap length are two factors that directly affect the percentage

FIGURE 33. Experimental setup for ID analysis [53].

FIGURE 34. The surface magnetic flux density of rotor (a) Equipment for
measuring surface magnetic flux density (a) normal PM and
(b) demagnetized PM [105].

of ID. Any increase in these two factors causes the IDR to
increase under nominal current at the greatest temperature.
While lengthening the air gap can decrease IDR, it has a
negative effect for the power factor, back-EMF, and average
torque. The iron bridge offers an extra route for PM flux
leakage. The linkage flux of the PM decreases as the bridge
length increases. More DF will travel through the PM and
further the IDR. Since a thinner bridge is fully saturated and
unable to pass any more flux. There are no significant effects
of the Iweb parameter on IDR. The corners of the magnet
move closer to the air gap as the magwid increases, exposing
them to stronger DFs and raising the risk of ID in those
regions. The PMs field at the intersection of the PMs of the
one pole increases as the Betam increases, decreasing the air
pocket length at the corner of the PMs and decreasing the
ID risk. The PM is further buried inside the rotor core as
the Ipmhq rises, and the IDR decreases. The higher Ipmhq at
the constant magnetization direction also results in a greater
angle between the DF and PM magnetization directions,
which lowers the risk of IDR. The higher the LM produces
the higher MMF so the required external field to ID will be
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FIGURE 35. (a) The motor under study (b) Heat gun and the heat transfer
paths created to increase the temperature of the rotor [95].

FIGURE 36. BLDC 6/4 motor in a refrigerator for demagnetization tests at
−20◦C [106].

increased. In other words, the thicker PM increases the load
line slope of the motor as a result, the higher working point
and lower ID risk. In addition, because the thicker PM has
a lower viscosity coefficient, the rate of magnetization loss
will be slower over time. The air pocket length decreases as
the web length increases. As a result, the IDR will be lower.

The impact of rotor parameters on the ID of ring winding
AFPM machines was researched in [97]. Fig. 28 depicts the
parameters that were studied. The findings show that the IDR
is significantly reduced as the magnet thickness increases,
and this parameter’s effectiveness is greater than that of other
factors. The thicker PM creates higher MMF and causes the

FIGURE 37. ID criteria corresponding to DMAG values [107].

motor’s load line slope to increase. It results in a higher
working point and consequently a lower risk of ID.Moreover,
a lower viscosity coefficient will result in a slower rate of
demagnetization loss over time. Also, magnet angle and air
gap length are two factors that directly affect the percentage
of ID. Any increase in these two factors causes the IDR to
increase under nominal current at the greatest temperature.

F. CONSIDERING THE ID IN THE INTELLIGENT DESIGN
OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
So far, little effort has been made to consider the ID phe-
nomenon in the design process of PM machines. Most of
the papers evaluate the ID after the optimization procedure
[98], [99]. For example, in [100] and [101], after performing
the optimization procedure to compare initial design’s and
modified design’s ID characteristics, the post-processing ID
analysis was carried out.

However, some new articles consider ID in the design
process. In [29], the optimum position and combination of
the PMs to achieve the required performances were specified.
In the design process for each possible solution, the ID is
checked as a penalty function. The results show that the
models with the magnets located at the side (No. 3, 5, 6,
8, 9, 11, 12) are more vulnerable to ID than those with
the PMs located at the centre. The possible PMs position
and the combination of the modified design are illustrated
in Fig. 29.

In [6], first by considering 12 points along the PMs in
the IPM motor and using FEM analysis, it is found that the
corner of the PMs (point A in Fig. 30) is the most vulnerable
region to ID. In the next step, the significant parameters for
improving the flux density of point A were specified which
were span angle and pole length. Thus, they are taken as the
variables. To avoid the ID, it is necessary to check Eq. (22)
for each optimization iteration as a penalty function. When
magnetic pole geometries satisfy Eq. (22), it is considered
that the ID check meets the requirement.

Length+ 0.22541 × SpanAngle− 50.4918 > 0 (22)
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FIGURE 38. (a) Experimental setup with DEF motor (b) Measurement
points on the rotor, (c) Measurement results of radial flux density on
point P3 [108].

FIGURE 39. (a) Demagnetization test fixture, (b) the location of the
hall-effect sensor regarding PM location [109].

In [1] first, the design tips to reduce the probability of
ID of the IPM motor for electric vehicle applications were

presented. Then, the fault-tolerant design in the case of
ID is carried out using the two-level Taguchi optimization
approach. In this paper, the ID is considered as one of the
objective functions (Tave, Trip,VPM , andIDR). To calculate
the IDR, for each design combinations, using image process-
ing software the area of the ID regions was calculated. Then,
using Eq. (23) the IDR is calculated.

IDR = DemagnetizedArea
OverallAreaofthePM

(23)

In [102], the optimal design process of spoke type IPM
motor allowing a limited amount of ID was presented. The
primary purpose of optimal design, which allows up to 3%
ID of PM, was to minimize PM usage while satisfying motor
performance requirements such as efficiency, output power,
etc. In this paper, the IDR is considered one of the objective
functions. To calculate the IDR, the amount of change in the
motor torque constant [Nm/Arms] in the i-th analysis before
and after the ID analysis is expressed as Eq. (24).

IDR (i) = KTafter (i)

KTbefore (i)
× 100 (24)

The optimization results indicate that compared to the
initial design only 3% IDR occurred while the weight of
the PM is significantly reduced by 23.7%. In [103], a novel
fault-tolerant design process of a spoke type IPM motor
is presented. to compensate for the degraded motor torque
constant caused by degraded PM. In the design process,
ID characteristics of each design is calculated and based on
the target torque constant, required by the integrated electric
brake system a compensation coefficient is introduced to
increase the stacking length. The proposed method results
in the possibility to significantly reduce the motor volume
by 12.9% compared to the conventional optimized model in
which ID was not allowed at all.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
So far, little attempt has been made to model the ID in
practice, due to the destructive nature of ID experimental
analysis. The ID is depended on the working temperature of
the PM. To accurately measure the ID in the experimental
setup, the following topics should be considered.
1. Most of the electric machines are designed for conven-

tional industrial application which have a specified load.
For this type of the PM machines the PM will reach it
steady state temperature after the specific time period.
Therefore, for this type of PM machines, the ID should
bemeasured after they reach their steady state condition.
At this condition the motor is un-loaded, and the open
circuit voltage of themotor is measured and compared to
the initial measured open circuit voltage. The difference
between these two open circuit voltages will be known
as ID.

2. For the PM machines utilized in EV applications, the
PM machines experienced different load condition and
they must work under different driving cycles. For this
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type of machine, it should be considered that the temper-
ature rise constant of the electrical machines is high. So,
the working temperature variation does not occur in the
limited over-load or acceleration period. For example,
the variation of the PM temperature of the designed IPM
motor in an EV application over ten driving cycles of
NEDC is illustrated in Fig. 31 [1]. The results indicate
that the overall temperature of the motor experience a
little variation in the specific driving cycle operation.
Therefore, for this type of PM machines, the ID should
be measured after working for 5 to 6 driving cycles and
comparing the open circuit voltage results to specify
the ID.

In the previous studies, in most cases, a part of PM
was removed to investigate the effect of ID, as shown in
Fig. 32, using a drill or other device [104]. Then by analyzing
the PM machine’s signals, the ID fault and its severity are
detected [3], [30], [31]. The drawback of this method is that
ID generally occurs partially in all PMs, not in a specific PM.
Therefore, this method does not present the real conditions
of ID.

The second method is based on heating the motor and
injecting high-amplitude currents or SC conditions to create
ID conditions [32], [33]. These methods present the real ID
conditions compared to the first method. In these methods,
by comparison of Back-EMF [53] or surface magnetic flux
density of the rotor [105] before and after the experimental
test, the ID is investigated. To heat, the PMs different experi-
mental setups are utilized including a chamber, heat gun, etc.
In [53], the test bench is implemented according to Fig. 33.
The heating chamber heats the motor to match the operating
temperature of the PM. Temperature sensors 1 and 2 are used
to estimate the surrounding temperature of the motor and the
PM temperature. The temperature inside the motor increases
with delay, so it is necessary to place the sensor inside the
motor to measure the test temperature properly. Temperature
sensor-1 measures the outside temperature of the motor, and
temperature sensor-2 measures the inside temperature. The
servo motor and its controller are used for loading the test
motor at the rated load and rotating the test motor to measure
the back EMF. An inverter is installed to limit the current
at 30 A to protect the driver circuit from high fault currents.
The inside part of the motor is heated sufficiently by the
chamber to 150 ◦C. To create the SC current, the winding
tap is considered for the motor. With increasing the number
of faulty turns, the ID fault-tolerant capability of the BLDC
motor was investigated. By comparison to Back-EMF, the
occurrence of ID was validated.

To compare the surface magnetic flux density of the rotor
in [105], the same experimental setup is utilized. Using a
magnet analyzer, a path line is considered surrounding the
rotor and the magnetic flux density before and after the ID
test is obtained, as shown in Fig. 34.
Unlike the previous reference, in [95], as shown in Fig. 35,

only the rotor and the PMs were heated, and the temperature
of the rotor was increased in a controlled way using a heat

gun. Several thermocouples were used to measure the tem-
perature of the rotor, on the rotor. They transmit the measured
signals using slip rings. Using this test bench, several ID
experiments were performed at different temperatures, and
the results were compared with the results obtained from the
FEM model.

Previous mentioned experimental test setup was imple-
mented for NdFeB magnet. Therefore, to investigate the ID
it as necessary to heat the rotor and PMs. But, in [106],
The experimental tests have been performed in a Ferrite
BLDC motor and test temperature has been controlled at
−20◦C to be consistent with the PM curve used in the
ID analysis. Fig. 36 shows the motor inside the refrigera-
tor used to control the temperature. A DC voltage source
is used to apply DC currents into the stator windings.
Then the ID of the Ferrite BLDC motor is investigated by
comparison of Back-EMF value before and after injecting
current.

The previous experimental test setups are complex and
require additional sensors and devices. Therefore, they are
not practical in industrial environments. Also, in all cases,
the intensity of the ID was not controllable, and they could
not identify the exact moment at which the ID occurs. There-
fore, in [107], a simple method was proposed for the online
estimation of ID to overcome these issues. The requirements
of the proposed method include a low-cost thermocouple
placed in the housing of themachine and knowledge about the
properties of the PMs. The back-emf expression accounting
for the working temperature of the PMs and ID can be defined
as Eq. (25) [107].

En = E(n−1)
Mn

Mn−1

�
1 − αm

100

�
Tm(n) − Tm(n−1)

��
(25)

where Tm is the temperature of the PM, E is the mea-
sured Back-EMF, αm

h
%◦ C

i
is the thermal coefficient of the

PMs, M is the magnetization level, and the subscript ‘n’ is
the sampling instant. A well-known standard procedure for
decoupling the influence of the temperature is checking the
back-EMF at room temperature, before and after the ID test.
However, this method is not valid for an online evaluation ID.
Based on Eq. (25), knowing the PM temperature, these two
parameters can be decoupled. In most PM machine topolo-
gies, the PMs are in the rotor. Therefore, it is difficult to
measure the PM temperature directly. In [107], to avoid using
the temperature sensors for PMS, the relation between the
housing temperature and the Back-EMF is derived in real-
time. Therefore, the ID severity factor (DMAG) is calculated
based on Eq. (26).

DMAG = E(n−1)αm

100
+ E(n−1)

�
1 − 1M (n)

�

Th(n) − Th(n−1)
(26)

where Th is the temperature of the housing. The variation
of DMAG versus the housing temperature and ID criteria
corresponding to DMAG values for a typical PM machine is
illustrated in Fig. 37.

In [108], the effect of Dynamic Eccentricity Fault (DEF)
on ID characteristics of IPMSM motor is experimentally
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investigated. The results show that in the case of DEF, since
the length of the air gap is not constant, themagneticflux den-
sity distribution is distorted, and iron loss is increased. As the
iron loss increases, the temperature rises, and an ID fault of
the PM occurs due to overheating. The test setup is composed
of an electric-axle structure in which the DEF motor and the
speed reducer are assembled as shown in Fig. 38. The motor
was under test for 114 minutes with working condition of
the average torque of 475.1 Nm and the speed of 8700 RPM.
After experimental test it found that the BEMF of the motor is
significantly decreased. To analyze the cause of this problem,
As shown in Fig. 38 (b), the radial flux density the radial
flux density of the rotor was measured using a gauss meter.
After the load test, since IDF occurred, the radial flux density
decreased at all points P1 - P4. Figure 38 (c) shows that the
radial flux density decreased by 93.2%. Since point P3 lies at
the central region of the rotor along the axial direction where
the heat concentrates, the radial flux density decreased more
at this point than at the other locations due to DEF.

Also, the technical literature contains some articles about
ID investigation on the PM samples alone. In [109], an ID
test setup and a DC power supply were utilized to apply a
controllable DF current to PM samples used for EVs and their
time-dependent demagnetization behaviour was investigated,
as shown in Fig. 39. For online measurement of the magnetic
field under a constant DF over a wide time range, a Hall-
effect sensor was used. In addition, the buck-converter was
used to generate a pulsed DF in the timescale of milliseconds.
The results indicate that the flux density distribution of PMs
demagnetized by a pulsed field is initially highly inhomo-
geneous. However, applying multiple DF pulses, it tends to
become homogeneous.

VII. SUGGESTIONS
Regarding the design optimization of PM machines, to avoid
ID some design tips can be suggested. Generally, in PM
machines, the produced DF by the windings is passed through
the air gap and core to reach the PMs. Therefore, the design
considerations are as follows:

A. USE THICKER PMs
The higher the PM thickness the higher MMF. So, the
required external field to ID will be increased. In other words,
the thicker PM increases the load line slope of the motor as
a result, the higher the working point and the lower the ID
risk. The thicker PM has a lower viscosity coefficient, so the
magnetization loss over time will be reduced.

B. DECREASE THE ANGLE BETWEEN EXTERNAL DF AND
PM’S MAGNETIZATION DIRECTION
When flux lines enter a low magnetic permeability envi-
ronment from a high magnetic permeability environment,
the flux lines enter the low permeability region vertically.
As we know, the counter-magnetization component of the
DF is effective in the ID. Therefore, any change in the rotor
parameters leading to an increase in the angle between the

magnetization direction of the magnet and the direction of
the DF can reduce the possibility of ID.

C. INCREASE THE DISTANCE BETWEEN EXTERNAL DF
AND PMs
To demagnetize the PMs, DF must reach the PMs. the larger
distance between the PMs and the source of DF, the lower
probability of the ID will be. Consequently, any geometry
modification increasing the distance between the PMs and the
source of DF or blocking the DF to reach the PMs can reduce
the probability of ID.

D. DECREASE THE EDDY CURRENT LOSS IN THE PMs BY
DIVIDING THE PMs
By dividing the PMs, the eddy current losses and the working
temperature of the PMs are decreased and consequently, the
risk of ID will be weakened.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a comprehensive review of ID has been pre-
sented. Four critical aspects in the proper design and vali-
dation of PM machines in terms of ID, including the PM
modelling methods, ID analysis model, design optimization
methods, and experimental setups, have been surveyed. The
advantages and disadvantages of the existing techniques in
these areas have been highlighted. Furthermore, design tips
towards the design of ID fault-tolerant PM machines and
other research opportunities to enhance the reliability of PMs
machines are also presented.

In dealing with the ID phenomenon, using the developed
PM model, required computational complexity, parameter
extraction, temperature variation characteristics, and accu-
rate modelling of the knee point are essential aspects of
applying these modelling methods. Regarding the ID anal-
ysis model, although the FEM analysis model can accurately
model the ID in PM machines, its high computational time
and memory required restricts its application to the initial
stage design of the PM machines. On the other hand, other
ID analysis models were not developed entirely and can-
not accurately model the partial ID. Therefore, the need for
a developed analytical ID analysis model is obvious and
requires more attention. Generally, ID-tolerant capability of
the designed PM machines is evaluated after finalizing the
design. There is a lack in this area, and it requires developing
optimisation methods that can consider ID in the design
stage.

Overall, the gathered information in this paper for different
aspects of the modeling, design, optimization, and experi-
mental verifications of the PM machines in terms of ID will
be a good source for the designer of the PM machines to
avoid ID.
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